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1 Executive Summary
Coconut Grove is Miami-Dade’s oldest continuously inhabited community. The region’s first hotel
opened here (1884), its first schoolhouse (1889), and first public library in (1896). By the time of its
annexation by the City of Miami in 1925, Coconut Grove was a thriving and self-contained village of
diverse residential neighborhoods radiating from two distinct commercial hubs – one, abutting the
coastline, to serve the mostly white population of residents and visitors; and the other, toward its
western boundary with U.S. 1, serving a predominately African-American population of Bahamian
descent.
Throughout the ensuing century Coconut Grove has remained one of the region’s most
desirable locations. The community’s proximity to the bay, its lush tree canopy, and its compact
walkable scale continue to attract significant development and investor interest in both the residential
and commercial sectors. Current growth, along with its position along key transportation corridors
linking countywide residents, challenge the walking and biking networks integral to maintaining Coconut
Grove’s village character.
On November 2, 2019 the community workshop Shared Pathways: Reimagining Mobility in
Coconut Grove, convened 75 community stakeholders to “explore the goal of connecting all Coconut
Grove residents and visitors through a flexible, connected network that accommodates walking, cycling
and other public and private transit options.” The workshop was cosponsored by Grove 2030, the
Coconut Grove Village Council and Bike Coconut Grove, and was hosted by Ransom Everglades School.
Following an overview presentation by speaker Victor Dover of the town planning firm Dover,
Kohl & Partners, event participants addressed Coconut Grove’s mobility challenges through a series of
group exercises adapted from the IDEO design thinking and Phillips Cocreate processes.
Despite a range of viewpoints and perspectives represented at each of eight work tables, an
assessment of present mobility conditions in Coconut Grove produced three consistent themes: concern
for pedestrian and bicyclist safety; insufficient infrastructure to support alternative transportation
options; and policy-making inefficiencies that deter effective action planning.
Recommended solutions fell within a framework of four general areas: Natural Environment,
Built Environment, Operations, and Policy. Within those categories the most commonly referenced
action items included infrastructure projects to improve pedestrian connectivity and safety; street and
pathway configuration to allow protected bicycle lanes; incentivizing alternatives to automobile use; and
improved traffic calming measures.
These findings and other workshop data will be the foundation of a Coconut Grove Mobility
Action Plan to address the current and expected challenges facing the community in the years ahead.
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2 Worksheet Data
2.1 DISCOVER

Figure 1: Word Cloud of the DISCOVER worksheets representing dominance of key words mentioned by the stakeholders at each
of the eight tables
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2.2 FRAME
Table 1: Summary of the eight FRAME worksheets. Under the six main Topic Categories (column 1), all mentioned Topics for the;
Existing, the Ideal and the Challenge are listed together with the frequency mentioned
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Table 2: Condensed form of Table 1, showing the frequency that topics were mentioned within the six Topic Categories

Figure 2: The pie charts in (A) through (C) show the frequency stakeholders mentioned Topic Categories for each of the Existing
(A), Ideal (B) and Challenge (C) sections. Histograms (D) through (F) focus on the Ideal section, prioritizing the topics by
frequency
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2.3 IDEATE
Table 3: Summary of the eight IDEATE worksheets. Concepts are listed under four main Headings; Operational, Policy, Built
Environment (Table 4) and Natural Environment (Table 4). Concepts in bold are mentioned multiple times with the frequency
recorded
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Table 4: Summary of the eight IDEATE worksheets. Concepts are listed for main Headings; Built Environment and Natural
Environment. Concepts in bold are mentioned multiple times with the frequency recorded
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2.4 BUILD

Figure 3: Summary of the BUILD worksheet. A. shows the categories of organizations. C. shows the names of organizations.
Those in yellow were mentioned the most and those in grey were mentioned the least. Graph B shows a histogram of category
frequency
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3 Next Steps
The Planning Committee will transition into the Coconut Grove Mobility Working Group with additional
representation from community groups and stakeholders. Upon its review of workshop data, the Group
will develop and prioritize three strategic goals which, when achieved, will move Coconut Grove’s
mobility systems and infrastructure toward a preferred future. The Group will identify action steps in
support of each goal. Upon completion, the resulting action plan will be presented by the Group to local
officials and community members.
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